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Abstract. The concept of goals is prominent in information systems and also
artificial intelligence literature such as goal-oriented requirements engineering
and self-adaptive systems. Digital motivation systems, e.g. gamification and
persuasive technology, utilise the concept of behavioural goals which require a
different mind-set on how to elicit and set them up, how to monitor deviation
from such goals and how to ensure their completion. Behavioural goals are
characterised by a range of factors which are not the main focus in classic information systems and AI literature such as self-efficacy, perceived usefulness.
To engineer software supporting goal setting, a concretised taxonomy of goals
would help a better-managed analysis and design process. In this paper, we
provide a detailed classification of behavioural goals and their associated properties and elements (types, sources, monitoring, feedback, deviation and countermeasures). As a method, we review the literature on goal setting theory and
its application in different disciplines. We subsequently develop five reference
checklists which would act as a reference point for researchers and practitioners
in persuasive and motivational systems.
Keywords: Goal Setting, Persuasive Systems, Behavioural Goals.

1

Introduction

Goal Setting Theory relates to the relationship between people and goals. It includes
how people set up goals, how they react to them, and how they use them to attain
behavioural change [1]. Goal setting research is informed by cognitive psychological
theories, which demonstrate how a person’s perception of their skills, and the usefulness and ease of achieving a specific goal, play a vital role in being successful in
meeting that goal [2]. Goal setting is a core element of various persuasive information
system paradigms, such as gamification [3] and persuasive technology [4, 5]. A persuasive system is an information system intended to strengthen, change or shape
states of mind or behaviour or both without utilising pressure, this might delay or
avoid the onset of a range of medical problems, and enhance the quality of life [6, 7].
Goal setting is a core element of various techniques and principles within persuasive technology. In terms of Fogg’s mechanisms [8], goal setting relates to reduction

and tunnelling where smaller steps lead to a bigger goal; self-monitoring, where goal
achievement is tracked and enforced; surveillance where peers monitoring can put
pressure towards goal achievement and, conditioning, where failure or success in
meeting goals is rewarded accordingly. Regarding Cialdini’s principle of influence
[9], goal setting correlates well with the commitment and consistency principle, where
people remain motivated to sustain a behaviour that helps or has helped them to
achieve a behaviour change goal. In particular, self-set or agreed goals require a
commitment that then boosts the degree of adherence to the goal [10].
Research on goal setting can be found across a wide range of disciplines. This includes the domain of management and business administration where the emphasis is
on productivity and supporting business achievement of tactic and strategic goals
[11], and the domain of social psychology, e.g. the use of goal setting within groups
in which social relationships become an integral part of goal definition and achievement [12]. Similarly, targeted behaviour in theories of reasoned action [13] and
planned behaviour [14] can be defined as a goal. These theories highlight that the selfperception of the ability to meet a goal affects the commitment and adherence to plans
to reach it.
In this paper, we present five reference checklists developed based on reviewing
the literature on goal setting theory and its application in various domains. Producing
reference checklists for goal setting that concretise the concept and depict its common
and variable components will help to achieve better software and automation of behavioural goals support.
At the start of the research, we made a proposition that behavioural change goals
introduce the need for a new mindset when dealt with as requirements in persuasive
systems. Informed by goal-setting theory [1] and the literature on goal-oriented requirements engineering [15], we defined five main pillars of behavioural goals to
guide our investigation. These pillars are sources of behavioural goals, goal identifiers, goal elicitation, monitor and feedback, deviation and countermeasures. After
setting the initial template, we reviewed the relevant literature to inform our approach
to constructing the five goal setting reference checklists. We reviewed the research on
goal setting in various communities, including behavioural economics, persuasive
technology, and health and environmental sciences. We only considered papers which
adopted goal-setting as their primary research strategy and provided a description of
how it was used. Search criteria used to obtain the relevant work included variations
and combinations of keywords, incorporating terms such as goal setting, behavioural
goals, persuasive systems, and behavioural change. We used snowballing approach
[16], starting with influential papers in the field which led to further references.

2

Behavioural Goals: Five Reference Checklists

2.1

Sources of Behavioural Goals

The source of goals represents the party who sets the goal. Based on the literature
review findings, we identified five sources of goals; Table 1 provides a brief description of each source of behavioural goals. By experts, we mean a behavioural change
expert. By subjects, we mean the people who are to achieve goals.

Table 1. Sources of Behavioural Goals
Source

Description

Self-set

Goals are designed and chosen solely by subjects

Assigned

The experts designed goals with no subjects input

Participatory

Goals are designed jointly by subjects and experts

Guided

Subjects are given directions by experts on how to choose a goal, but the choice is left
for them to make
Goals are designed and chosen within a group, typically facilitated by an expert

Group-set

There are some factors to consider when deciding the suitability of each source of
goal in the behavioural change process. These include:
Problem Origin plays a vital role in the decision about the subjects’ level of involvement in the behavioural goal specification process. A subject’s behaviour could
be influenced by factors relating to social and individual context [17]. The social context refers to the social influence of and peer pressure on a subject’s behaviour, and
the individual factors refer to the beliefs, values and state of mind of the subject. Any
intention to change the subject’s behaviour should, therefore, take into account such
influencing factors. If the social context is the origin of the problem, then the behavioural goals would need to be set collaboratively, agreed upon and committed to by
the subjects, with help from an expert. If the problem originates from individual factors, such as the subject’s personality, or the pleasure derived from performing the
behaviour, consideration would be necessary for assessing variables such as personality, the stage of change and treatment levels before selecting a source for the goals.
Self-efficacy refers to one’s belief that one has the skills and abilities required to attain the goals. Subjects with a higher self-efficacy, tend to be more committed to their
goals, as they are likely to come up with better strategies and put in more effort towards goal attainment [18]. When goals are to be set collaboratively, the selection of
subjects should be based on their skills and abilities to attain the goals. Subjects selfefficacy can be increased by employing specific persuasion techniques, such as
providing information about the require approaches for goal-related tasks.
Behavioural change state affects the ability of subjects to set goals and their receptiveness to external goal sources. For users in the contemplation stage, self-set goals
could be avoided as the users may be defensive about their behaviour and may be in
denial or biased when expressing goals [19]. When this is the case, we might consider
choosing participatory, guided, group-set or even assigned goals. Self-set goals would
fit those in the advanced stages of change, i.e. users who have already started to implement the behavioural change.
2.2

Behavioural Goal Identifiers

Various properties describe goals. The goals can be influenced by specific moderating
variables relating to the person or their group context. Table 2 provides a summary.

Table 2. Behavioural Goals Identifiers
Goal Properties

Description

Proximity

The time by which the goals is to be achieved; Distal (goals set on a long-term
basis) or Proximal (goals based on short-term goals)

Goal specificity

The precision and granularity of what is to be achieved

Goal difficulty

The effort required from a subject for goal attainment

Goal Moderators
1.
Commitment

Description
The importance of goal attainment and an individual’s determination to
achieve the goal defined by subjects’:
 Self-efficacy or believing in one’s ability to achieve the goal
 Perception of usefulness, and the significance of achieving the goal

Feedback

2.

The knowledge of performance progress in relation to attaining goals

Task complexity

3.

The complex nature of a task defines the level of effort, skills, and also the
strategy required to attend the goal

Proximity refers to how far into the future goals are set. Setting proximal goals, in
addition to distal goals, could enhance performance [1] and self-efficacy [20], because
they provide a relatively quick sense of achievement in the short-term, leading to
sustained performance. For example, a distal goal to spend less time online this month
could be attained by setting proximal goals such as to reduce the time spent online by
20 minutes a week. Also, goal proximity could help lessen the loss of goal interest,
increase motivation and confidence toward goal attainment. In persuasive systems,
users could be motivated to set proximal goals by awarding gamification elements
such as points to a user when goals are self-set or collectively when the behavioural
change goals are set in a group.
Commitment refers to the status of a person dedicated to a goal. In [1], two factors
are found to influence commitment; (1) the importance of goal attainment, and (2)
self-efficacy. Elsewhere in [21], external influences (peer influence, authority), interactive influences (participation and competitiveness), and internal factors (expectancy
and internal rewards) are outlined as elements which could define commitment. To
improve commitment, when goal setting is performed collaboratively, the individuals
involved could make a collective commitment to attaining the goals. When the goal is
assigned, the subject’s commitment tends to reflect their self-efficacy levels; therefore, assessing self-efficacy before assigning goals could be essential in gauging the
subject’s commitment to the goals.
2.3

Behavioural Goal Elicitation

The main techniques to elicit behavioural change goals are listed in Table 3. We
comment on the main types in the following. Interviewing as an elicitation method
could be used at the initial stages of implementing the system. The technique can
capture in-depth information relating to a subject’s behaviour. During the interview
process, subjects could be encouraged to reflect on their emotional state, the behaviour which needs to change and how they plan to change such behaviour. The findings
from this activity could then be used to determine the correct behavioural change

goals, but also assess the eligibility of subjects pursuing a behavioural change goal as
employed in [22]. Diaries could enable the capturing of events as they happen. This
information may be used to help identify adverse behavioural issues and possible
techniques to act as countermeasures. In [23], diary entries were used to gather student motivation strategies, employed for improving their school work, demonstrating
a self-regulatory process for managing learning.
When goals are set collaboratively, group discussion could be more useful as it enables a debate amongst the subjects to help understand their behaviour, and consequently, the setting of goals. Furthermore, obstacles to goal attainment and strategies
for overcoming such obstacles could be addressed more efficiently in such a grouptherapy style [24]. The social element of a group discussion could lead to better goal
performance, as a result of peer influence and the ability to make a collective commitment to the goals of a group [25]. Algorithms could be used to learn and understand the behaviour and behaviour pattern of subjects, by performing behaviour analysis on their historical activity data.
Table 3. Behavioural Goal Elicitation Methods
Elicitation Method

Description

Interview

Used when in-depth understanding is required

Diary Study

Used for capturing events as they happen

Group discussion

Used for discussing barriers and strategies for alleviating them

Counselling

Used for helping subjects understand their behavioural change needs

Brainstorming

Used for discovering bespoke strategies for reaching the goal

Observation

Used for assessing behaviours in a natural setting

Algorithms

Used for understanding a subject’s behaviour from their historical data

2.4

Behavioural Goals Monitoring and Feedback

Our fourth checklist is related to the monitoring and feedback strategies used to assess
and enhance behavioural goal attainment. Table 4 provides a summary.
Table 4. Behavioural Goals Monitoring & Feedback
Monitor and Feedback
Monitor

Self-monitoring; Peer monitoring; Automated

Feedback Content

Motivational feedback; Learning feedback; Outcome feedback; Performance
feedback; Comparative feedback (Self-comparisons; Social comparisons)

Feedback Timing

Reflection during the behaviour; Reflection after the behaviour

Feedback Framing

Gain frame; Loss frame; Formal; Informal

Monitor refers to the agent who collects behavioural metrics and progress status.
Monitoring can be performed by the subjects, by peers or be computerised.
 Self-monitoring refers to the responsibility of a subject to observe and reflect on
their behaviour and goals. Self-monitoring is performed by recording and tracking
goal-related activity, and by evaluating the progress made. Reminders and jour-

naling, in the form of a progress bar or timers, could help individuals perform selfmonitoring and increase their awareness of their behaviour [26].
 Peer-monitoring refers to other individuals observing a subject’s behaviour, possibly on mutual understanding. Peer-to-peer monitoring could lead to social relationship breakdown if the feedback method implemented is not carefully designed, as
it may be viewed as spying [27]. Peer monitoring could be useful in relation to behavioural change when goal setting is performed collaboratively. Hence, the surveillance is seen positively as part of behaviour awareness and change.
 Automated monitoring is based on the use of sensors and communication technology, e.g. geographic location and heart rate monitoring via a smartwatch. The accuracy and intensity of monitoring could empower individuals to gain insight into
their behaviour or pattern of behaviour. However, the lack of privacy and anxiety
could have negative consequences. Also, automated monitoring may fail to capture
the intention and context of the behaviour. This may necessitate a blended approach putting together self-monitoring or peer monitoring with an automated one.
Feedback content refers to the central theme in the feedback informational content.
 Motivational feedback informs subjects how well they perform towards their goals
and encourages them to continue in the same way or perform better. Performance
could be rewarded by employing gamification elements such as points, badges and
avatars. Competitive rewards and game mechanics, such as the leader-board, need
to be avoided as they may distract from the primary goal or the spirit of the ultimate behavioural change goal, especially when goals are set collaboratively.
 Learning feedback helps subjects to learn the consequences of specific committed
or avoided behaviours [22]. This feedback needs a clear rationale. For example, in
regulating printing behaviour, when a subject prints ten articles daily while the
goal is not to exceed four articles a day, the feedback should clarify how the deviation from goal occurs, and show the subject how this was manifested in their printing behaviour.
 Performance feedback shows a subject’s performance toward their goal and could
be used to help determine the chances of attaining behavioural goals. This feedback could help persuade the subjects who are committed, motivated, and have the
right ability, to put in more effort and time when a discrepancy is detected between
the feedback provided and their behavioural goal.
 Outcome feedback represents the knowledge of results; subjects should be able to
have the skills required to evaluate whether the outcome feedback represents a
good or poor performance toward the goal.
 Comparative feedback compares subjects to their past goal performance (selfcomparison) or to the performance of their peers when the collaborative goal setting is adopted (social comparison). Self-comparison may work better when selfmonitoring is employed and may fit well those subjects with lower self-esteem.
Social-comparison works by comparing goal performance within a social circle to
motivate individuals to attain their goals. It may also lead to competition and conflict between subjects within the same group or between groups if an inter-group
comparison is adopted. This could negatively impact self-esteem and self-efficacy.

Feedback timing is concerned with the right timing of feedback message so that it is
seen as a motivational tool and its acceptance is increased. Feedback can be delivered
while the behaviour is taking place (reflection during usage) for real-time awareness
or afterwards (reflection after usage) for off-line learning and future planning.
Framing refers to the language used in the message content of the feedback in style
and orientation. The feedback may not have the desired effect when the subjects view
it as strict or consisting of threatening messages [28]. The language used relates to
what extent the feedback is consistent with the subjects' attitudes and preferences, e.g.
whether the message is a gain or a loss frame, strict, precise, or personal. Loss frame
refers to feedback which shows a negative impact, e.g. smoking can cause cancer,
whereas gain frame relates to feedback which indicates a positive impact of healthy
behaviour, e.g. quitting smoking makes sleep quality better.
2.5

Deviation and Countermeasures

Deviation refers to the difference between the desired behaviour of a person and their
actual behaviour [29]. Deviation consists of different types, and various facilitators
can trigger it. Reducing or preventing deviation is achieved by employing a series of
countermeasures, as summarised in Table 5. Due to space limitation and given that
most of these deviation facilitators and countermeasures are self-explanatory; we will
only elaborate on main and more complex elements from each category.
Table 5. Deviation from Behavioural Goals: Types, Facilitators and Countermeasures
Type

Time-related; Frequency-related; Communication-related

Facilitators

Goals that combined, conflict or compete with other goals; Source of the behavioural
goal; Social influence or peer pressure on the subject pursuing the goals; Setting
ambiguous goals with limited skills or time to attain the goals; Lack of commitment to the
set goals; Lack of proper timing of the goals; Setting complex goals that do not match
subjects’ ability to attain them; Lack of self-efficacy to achieve the goal; Environmental
influence; Lack of a structured method for goal setting; Inaccessibility to resources to aid
goal attainment; Not understanding users’ needs for the goals; Over-estimating
participants’ self-efficacy level to achieve goals; Lack of understanding of barrier to gain
attainment; Timing of the behavioural goals; Frequency of executing the set goals.
Detect and resolve goal conflict; Discuss barriers to goal attainment and ensure subjects
could adequately handle them; State clear goal outcome; Assess subjects commitment and
self-efficacy levels; Assess complexity of goal and analyse complex goals into series of
sub-goals; Review goals, re-strategise and analyse complex goals into series of sub-goals;
Monitor goal-related activities; Provide summary feedback in relation to goal
performance; Reminders; Perform manipulation checks to assess whether subjects
understand the goal or task; A proper explanation of the goal-related task; Task
familiarisation by asking subjects to try out a task similar to the goal; Persuade subjects to
verbally commit to the goal; Set unambiguous goals, Rewards.

Countermeasures

Deviation facilitators. These capture the various factors that can facilitate deviation.
 The timing of the goal refers to when goals are improperly time which could lead
to conflicting, combined or competing goals. For instance, a smoking cessation
goal may conflict with other goals, such as a weight loss goal or stress coping goal
[30]. Similarly, individuals who have a heavy workload in conjunction with their












goals could easily deviate due to their busy lifestyle [5]. It is, hence, vital to set
goals so that their timing does not coincide with other personal activities.
The frequency of executing the goal is essential for ensuring that the execution of
goal-related actions does not overwhelm the subjects. If the rate of goal execution
is not ideal for the subjects, they may lose interest in pursuing their goal.
Inaccessibility to resources needed to achieve a goal, even temporarily, may affect
the attainment of the goal. Examples of such resources include devices such as
mobile phones and personal computers, or software application. To illustrate this
point, a study by Gasser et al. [31], showed the difference in application usage between mobile phone application users and web application users which may be
based on the lack of internet access and the restriction of mobile phone usage in the
workplace, both been resources needed to accomplish the given goal.
A complex task perception depends on the subject’s self-efficacy, i.e. their perception of their ability to come up with the right strategies to achieve the task [1].
When the goals are set collaboratively, the experts could help subjects overcome
the challenges that come as a barrier to attain the goal. They can also help them
develop the required skills needed to continue pursuing their goals.
Not understanding users’ needs when setting a goal is a primary deviation facilitator and can be avoided by supporting users to comprehend their current behavioural patterns firstly. The ideation technique used in [32] could be adopted in the initial stages of the goal-setting process, to help understand the users and their needs.
Source of behavioural goals whether goals are group-set, guided or participatory
set, deviation could be attributed in part to insufficient communication between the
subjects and experts involved in the process. As a result, the experts may not understand the subjects and their needs, and subsequently, may set goals that cannot
be attainable. Also, when goals are assigned, the subjects’ lack of participation in
the process could affect their interest, commitment or motivation towards the
goals, and this could lead to goal deviation or complete goal abandonment.
Social influence and peer pressure occur when a person’s feelings, emotional state
and behaviour are affected by others’ actions or behaviours [33]. When the behavioural change goals are set collaboratively, social influence could either have a
positive effect, for instance, group members motivating each other toward goal attainment or a negative effect where people deviate from their goals, particularly
those with low self-esteem. In a social setting, the individuals’ actions are driven
by the group norms which are most often than not agreed upon by the group members. When goal setting is performed collaboratively, it is essential that the group's,
commitment and motivation are at the same or similar level to avoid social loafing
and social compensation.

Deviation countermeasures. The applicability of the countermeasures largely depends on the deviation type and their facilitator. Some of the identified countermeasures are discussed here.
 Review goal, re-strategise and analyse complex goals into a series of sub-goals.
When goal performance is lower than expected; then the goal could be reviewed to
develop better attainment strategies. Poor performance could be the result of task
complexity, low skills and ability levels, and not tackling other barriers to goal at-











tainment. A complex task could be broken down into a series of subtasks that could
relate to individuals’ self-efficacy level which could help improve goal progress.
Performance could be enhanced by adopting techniques such as barrier counselling, skill development approaches [34], and persuasion by providing subjects information concerning the approaches to use to attain their goals.
Monitor goal-related activities. This technique involves monitoring and tracking
the difference between the desired and actual behaviour which could be facilitated
by an action-oriented approach, where subjects document their actions in pursuit of
the goal. This process would enable the subjects to review their actions and identify the source of the deviation which may be related to some contextual or emotional factors and find the best plan for countering the deviation. Action planning is
considered necessary during the early stages of behavioural change, while coping
planning is assumed to be useful in the advanced stages of behaviour change, i.e.
the action or maintenance stage [35].
Obtain verbal commitment to goals. Verbal expression of commitment, and also
the confidence to attain the behavioural goals may be obtained through persuasion.
When subjects commit verbally to the setting of goals, this could help prevent deviation, especially when goals are set collaboratively. Subjects tend to adhere to the
group goal once a verbal commitment is obtained due to fear of being socially excluded which may lead to loss of group identity, negative judgement, and blame
for the group's failure to attain their behavioural change goals.
Detect and resolve goal conflict. Conflicting goals should be identified and managed so that the subjects can progress toward attaining their goal. The environment
could influence conflicting goals, i.e. the social setting of subjects, and also the
source of the goals, i.e. when goals are assigned or set collaboratively. Goals could
be prioritised to help resolve the conflicts among them. Also, the expert involved
could facilitate negotiation with the subjects by applying, for example, logic and
emotion negotiation approaches and help subjects understand that such conflict if
not resolve may lead to deviation and lack of goal attainment in the long term.
Assess individual self-efficacy and commitment. A subject’s self-efficacy levels
may influence their goal performance. Therefore, it is important to evaluate selfefficacy before setting the goals, to ensure that the right goals are chosen, in terms
of difficulty and complexity levels. When goals are set collaboratively, subjects
could be asked to confirm their goal commitment level verbally. To ensure that
some of the subjects’ responses are not influenced by the answers given by others
in the group, all responses regarding goal commitment levels could be anonymised.
Hence, reassuring subjects that given a lower response compare to others in the
group will not lead to any negative reinforcement.
Conduct manipulation checks. These checks are conducted to detect whether the
subjects are paying attention to the set goals and goal-related tasks. Conducting
manipulation checks could help assess the eligibility and credibility of the users in
pursuing and attaining the goals. Persuasive techniques, such as tunnelling and
conditioning, could be employed to aid subjects through these checks to help persuade them and improve their behaviour and commitment towards the set goals.

Providing positive reinforcement and guidance through the process may help improve the outcome of such checks.
 Task explanation and task familiarisation. Regarding task explanation, before executing the goal-related task, a session could be conducted to explain to the subjects
the task that they are expected to perform, ensuring that they understand what is
expected of them. This process could be regarded as the induction phase of the
goal setting process. Establishing an understanding of the task at an early stage
could help prevent goal deviation which results from a lack of understanding of the
goal-related task. Also, for familiarisation purposes, subjects could be asked to perform a task that is similar to the goal task before executing their goal related task.
 Goal summary feedback. Providing summary feedback may help motivate subjects
to continue pursuing their goals and help them make an informed decision regarding the goals. Getting the feedback timing right, presenting it using an appropriate
language and messaging style could help prevent deviation from goal. In a group
setting, making the performance feedback visible to everyone may demotivate
some subjects, therefore, eliciting the subjects’ preferences is vital. Summary feedback may be provided in the form of a progress bar or an avatar.
 Rewards. Rewarding subjects positively, e.g. for goal attainment or significant goal
progress, may help prevent deviation from the goal. The rewards could be provided
personally or collectively based on the source of the goal and the subjects’ preferences. When the rewards are to be displayed collectively, the individual differences
within the group, i.e. personality, motivation, skills and confidence levels, should
be carefully considered to ensure that reactance towards the rewards would not
negatively affect their future goal performances.

3

Conclusion and Future Work

Our literature reviewed around goal setting led to the development of five reference
checklists. We presented the reference checklists and elaborated on the various analysis and design considerations for persuasive systems and explained some of the
conventional countermeasures for dealing with the deviation from goals. The five
checklists are meant to provide a much easier reference point for researchers and
practitioners using the strategy across different disciplines and build foundations for
engineering goals embedded in persuasive information systems. Our future work will
build on these initial results and further investigate the reference checklists in relation
to behavioural change goals with the aim of providing a specification method for
these goals. We will explore the set of stakeholders and their roles in the goal-setting
process and also elicitation methods for behavioural goals and their socio-technical
processes, e.g. in the reporting and adapting to behavioural change and progress.
Acknowledgement. This work has been partially supported by the EROGamb project
funded jointly by GambleAware and Bournemouth University.
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